
 The purpose of the tests is to ensure that licensees operate 
their stations safely and without causing interference to 
others. Also, it teaches you to become a Professional 
Communication Station Operator, and the knowledge 
gained gives you the confidence to pursue projects that you 
may have never dreamed of. Licensed Amateurs gain great 
privileges, and the trust put in Amateurs by Governments 
all over the world, especially in times of disaster, is great. It 
is a truly revered and special hobby, with a camaraderie 
seldom found elsewhere. Why not contact your local 
Amateur Club Station, and experience for yourself 
some High Tech Communications FUN! 

PLEASE JOIN US ! 
 We all look forward to meeting you on the Air! 

 
 

NEW EASY ENTRY LEVEL FOUNDATION LICENCE  
 

LI
C

 BANDS 
(M/GHz) 

TX 
PWR 

TESTS 
REQU. 

JUST SOME OF THE 
MODES YOU CAN USE. 

FO
U

N
D

A
TI

O
N

 3.5*, 7, 21 
MHz - SSB, 

AM, CW. 
28, 144 & 
430 MHz – 
SSB, AM, 
CW, FM. 

3W 
FM 
AM 
CW 

 
10W 
SSB 

BASIC 
Foundation

Theory & 
Regulations

BASIC 
Foundation

Practical 

FM Repeaters & Simplex, 
World Linked Repeaters, 
FM VHF/UHF DX, Local 
and World HF Comm.’s, 

SSB, CW. 
(WEEKEND COURSE!) 

* Restricted Band Access 

ST
A

N
D

A
R

D
 3.5*, 7, 14, 

21, 28, 52*, 
144,  430 
MHz, 1.2, 
2.4, 5.6 

GHz 

30W 
FM 
AM 
CW 
etc. 

100W 
SSB 

STANDARD
Theory 

ADVANCED 
Regulations
ADVANCED 

Practical 

 
MOST MODES 

AS BELOW 
with some minor 

restrictions i.e. No TV. 
 

* Restricted Band Access 

A
D

VA
N

C
ED

 

ALL 23 
AMATEUR 

BANDS 
 

ALL 
MODES 

 

1.8 MHz - 
250 GHz, 
SSB, AM,  
CW, FM,  
VSB,  TV 

etc. 

120W 
FM 
AM 
CW 
etc. 

 
 
 

400W 
SSB 

ADVANCED 
Theory 

 
ADVANCED
Regulations

 
ADVANCED

Practical 

ALL MODES 
FM Repeaters & Simplex, 
World Linked Repeaters, 

Packet (RF Email), Vehicle 
Tracking, All Digital Modes, 

HF DX, VHF/UHF/SHF – 
DX - SSB, AM, FM, VSB  -. 
Also TV transmission, Slow 
Scan TV, work Satellites, 
Astronaut Comm.’s, Moon 
Bounce, Meteor Scatter 
and much much More! 

 
 

What you need to do … 
 

The exam may be undertaken in one session1 OR as part of a course of training.2
 

 Study Reg’s, Theory and Practical as an independent student, at home 
using Internet and\or Multi-Media courses1 or through an attended class2. 

 Arrange for and sit the desired multi choice test\s & practical1 if applicable.
 Await your results from the WIA. (approx. 1 - 2 weeks.) 
 The Aust. Comm.’s & Media Authority will then issue you with a Certificate 

of  Proficiency, Amateur Licence and allow you to pick a call sign. 

NEW EASY ENTRY FOUNDATION LICENCE
 

The new Foundation Licence is an EASY entry level licence
designed to get you ON AIR FAST!  It offers generous band
privileges at lower power levels.  Everything you need to
know to gain your Foundation Licence is in the Foundation
Licence Manual, available from the WIA Web Site, Clubs
or by Email, Fax or Postal order.       ►       ►       ► 
 

  You can gain your Licence in a weekend 
… and your ON THE AIR! 

 

AMATEUR RADIO MAGAZINE 
available from your local Newsagent. 

 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND AN AMATEUR RADIO 
STATION DEMO,  PLEASE CONTACT A CLUB NEAR YOU

This Brochure is intended as a guide only – please consult the ACMA & WIA for detailed information.
© 2005 Rob Topp - VK5MM - arpromo@mailaustralia.net 

This brochure may be freely reproduced & distributed in the public domain only in its complete and original form. 
Printed in part from the WIA Yearbook 2000 with permission from the WIA - Federal Division.

CONTACTS 
 

Wireless Institute of Aus. (WIA) - www.wia.org.au 
ACMA (Licensing) - www.acma.gov.au 
 

LOCAL CONTACTS & STATION DEMO’S 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

COURSES 
 
 
 
 
 

Multi-Media and On-Line courses for the Standard and 
Advanced Certificates.  Please visit …  

The Radio & Electronics’ School or Email. 
 

FOR MORE INFO. ON AMATEUR RADIO 
please go to … 

www.users.on.net/mickeymouse 

  

ROB - Vk5MM
Note
FROM : ROB, VK5MM,  Mt Barker, S.A. - 2005Hello,Thank you for down-loading my Amateur Radio Information & Promotional Brochure for Australia.  Updates will be available as necessary from my Web Site at www.users.on.net/mickeymouse.  My Web Site is primarily to introduce NON Amateurs to our hobby and is also where a WIDE RANGE of AR Printed and Multi-Media Promotional Material may be down-loaded.  There are also Amateur Pages with helpful Web Links and Down-loads.There is still a need for more Brochure’s with different perspectives, and also a shorter version, so if anyone is interested in authoring the text, but doesn’t want to go to all the trouble with formatting, graphics, conversion etc. please let me know.  You intellectual property right’s will be honoured.  Please feel free to Email me at arpromo@mailaustralia.net.Please help our hobby by DISTRIBUTING THE BROCHURE and LINKING TO, AND DIRECTING NON-AMATEURS TO MY WEB SITE.  Thank youTHE BROCHUREAdobe V5 or > Compatible - Resolution = 2,400 dpi, suitable for professional printing.  Brochure page margins are 10mm and column margins approx. 15mm.  The CONTACTS BOX at the end of the brochure IS FULLY EDITABLE so you are able to add all your local contact details.PRINTING TIPSFILE > PRINT> Printer Properties Button > “Landscape” (Others as applicable for your printer)FILE > PRINT> Print Range > “Page 1 ONLY”  -  COPIES = “?”If your printer is NOT-CAPABLE OF PRINTING with 10mm MARGINS,  you will need to select …FILE > PRINT> Paper Handling > Scaling > “Shrink Large Pages”It may also be necessary to select, especially on NON-Postscript printers …FILE > PRINT> Paper Handling > Scaling > "Auto Rotate and Centre Page"ADVANCED BUTTON - Use Defaults except as indicated below …ADVANCED > De-select “Print as Image” (unless you have difficulties)ADVANCED > OUTPUT > “Default”ADVANCED > TRANS. FLATTENING > Line Art & Text  > “Max for your Printer eg. 1200dpi”ADVANCED >TRANS. FLATTENING > Gradients & Meshes > “Max for your Printer eg. 200dpi”ADVANCED > POSTSCRIPT OPTIONS > Print Method > “Postscript Level = ?” (Appropriate for your printer)(Use HRC and the Manual Duplex options if available in your printer driver, if not …)After printing all your page 1 copies,  put the copies back in the printer (IN THE CORRECT ORIENTATION) and print the other side … Page 2 ONLY.  After printing they can be easily folded in to thirds as a double sided landscape booklet.  Use Page one's thin folding lines as a guide, making the first fold using the left guide (the smallest third of the Brochure). You should end up with a nice looking and even booklet.  Thanks and good luck.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Without easy and suitable "first contacts", and without arranging an Amateur Radio Station Demo and a meeting with the guy’s at the local club for the interested person, promotion would be a waste of time.  I hope you will get together with your AR friends and really make your AR Promotion work by having someone at the other end of the “CONTACTS” section of the Brochure’s, ready to arrange a meeting and demo!I'm sure you will agree their is a great need for simply educating the Public of Australia as to the existence of our great hobby as well as attracting new Amateurs.  Please print at least 30 or more copies, eg. 10 for the shack, 10 for the car, a pile for clubs, schools, businesses and some for the local super market notice board’s etc.  Next time you go to a waiting room or similar, why not take an AR Magazine to read and leave it their with a few Brochures inside.  You could ask the local electrical shop or similar if you could leave some Brochures on their counter.  Perhaps you could print enough copies for your children’s or grandchildren’s class mates, and ask them to give them to the teacher or Headmaster/Mistress for distribution. Well, there is just a few ways to get the message out, and it all starts with you, the Licensed Amateur!Thank you very much for taking the time to read this and for down-loading my brochure’s and I hope you will join all of us in putting AR back on the map!  Thanks a lot ... Rob … VK5MM … © 2005

www.wia.org.au
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www.radioelectronicschool.com
MAILTO:www.radioelectronicschool.com
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   Founded 1910


THE WIRELESS INSTITUTE OF AUSTRALIA
ABN 56 004 920 745


National Society of Radio Amateurs
(A Company Limited by Guarantee)


PO Box 2175, Caulfield Junction, VIC, 3161
(10/229, Balaclava Rd., North Caulfield 3161)


Phone (03) 9528 5962  Fax (03) 9523 8191


WIRELESS INSTITUTE OF AUSTRALIA


Foundation Licence Manual


This form may be used to order a copy of the Foundation Licence Manual. Non members who also submit a
membership application and subscription, may purchase at members price.
Price for delivery from National Office.


Posted to member                      $ 17-50       (____)  Tick Choice
Posted to non member               $ 19-50       (____)  Tick Choice


Payment in advance with your order would be appreciated.


Orders will be sent as soon as payment is received.
An invoice will be issued for tax/gst purposes upon request.
Delivery will be via post.


Order Method :     A copy of this form by Australia Post. Address as above.
                                This page by Fax to     ( 03) 9523 8191


Or


 By Email marked Foundation Licence Manual Order to  nationaloffice@wia.org.au


Please note that the manual will not be dispatched
November 20, 2005


ORDER FORM


Please supply (________) Foundation Licence Manual.  Date of order :____________


TO :
_________________________________________________________


Address :______________________________________________________


_________________________________________________________


Callsign     :______________________ Phone :BH _________________


Phone : Home _______________________


Email address : _____________________________


|__| Cheque enclosed / following by post                                      Amount $ __________


|__|     Credit Card  __ __ __ __||__ __ __ __||__ __ __ __||__ __ __ __  valid to __ __/__ __


Name on credit card________________________________________ Amount $ __________


Signature_______________________________________________


PLEASE CHECK PRICING BEFORE ORDERING





ROB-XP
File Attachment
WIA_Foundation_Lic_Manual_ORDER_FORM.pdf



WHAT IS AMATEUR RADIO?
 

Amateur radio is great fun. It is the most interesting,
educational, democratic and rewarding hobby in the
world today. Amateur Radio (AR), (also known as "Ham
Radio" due to Amateurs skills), is the personal use and
experimentation with radio equipment for local, worldwide
and space communications. Radio Amateurs communicate
with other Amateurs across town or around the world on
special sets of radio frequencies allocated for our specific
use. We are legally licensed to talk with any of the other
three million Amateur’s in more than 300 countries around
the world, including Amateurs stationed at the North and
South Poles, and even Astronauts as they circle our planet. 
 

Signals transmitted from AR stations may travel a few
metres or can circle the Earth, and even bounce off the
moon to be received on the other side of the planet. You
would be amazed at the different types of communication
available to us, all free to explore. No timed calls or charges,
and no wires, just great fun and friendship with everyone
sharing a common interest. 
 

WHO ARE AMATEURS? 
 

Well, we are just ordinary people with an interest in the
magic of radio, and how a voice can travel through space
from the other side of the world and be captured by a piece
of wire, to be received loud and clear at our station. Once
licensed, we wonder why we waited so long, as the
enjoyment of the hobby gets better and better as you
explore the endless possibilities. 
 

Amateur Radio Operators are truly citizens of the world. Our
call signs are passports into most countries via the airwaves.
National boundaries, politics, colour, sex, age or occupation
are no barrier to AR, with very few countries not allowing this
great hobby. Amateurs enjoy talking all over the world and
beyond, either on regular schedules or as chance contacts.
Many have formed life long friendships with people they
have never met, while others take the opportunity to travel
interstate or overseas to visit their Amateur friends. 
 

WHAT DO RADIO AMATEURS DO? 
 

Amateurs enjoy operating from their home stations, from
their car, boat,  yacht,  aircraft or while out walking or hiking
and on outings and Amateur expeditions. We talk about a
wide variety of subjects, some technical, while others also
enjoy taking part in the many radio contests held. 

 Today, our own Amateur Mobile & Satellite Networks
allow us to talk to the world, including Amateurs at the
Poles and Astronauts in space using hand held
transceivers the size of a modern mobile phone. 
 

Amateur Radio Operators communicate mainly by voice, but
use video, a vast range of digital modes, Morse code, and
even use the Internet to link local repeaters to other repeaters
all around the world.  
 

Local repeater systems located in high areas re-transmit
signals allowing large distances to be covered. The ultimate
repeaters are our own Amateur Satellites, which were built by
Amateurs and lifted into space by the various space agencies
around the world. Truly amazing for a hobby, don’t you think?
 

Amateurs also transmit live and recorded broadcast quality
television from their own TV stations, or just chat via
“videophone”. They also send digital photographs and other
computer data over the radio waves. Packet Radio is just one
example, and is used for Email, screen chat and many other
purposes including tracking vehicles positions and speeds on
real time computer maps. There are just so many facets to
AR that it’s impossible to mention them all here. The hobby is
what you choose to make of it. 
 

Amateurs (Std & Adv Lic. Class’s) are entitled as part of their
licence privileges to build their own equipment or modify
second hand commercial units, then test and use them in
their own station. Most Amateurs build and erect their own
antenna systems and pursue a vast range of simple to
complex electronic projects. As most AR equipment is
commercially available, Amateurs can also choose to buy
some or all of their transmitters and other station equipment.
It’s completely up to you. Even with $100 and a Foundation
Licence, you can talk to stations world wide. 
 

The social aspects are great too, on and off the air. You can
join the Wireless Institute of Australia (WIA) and/or one of the
many local clubs or groups and enjoy the variety of events
they hold. You may also choose to assist in a major event like
the World Rally Championship, or numerous others, where
skilled Amateur Volunteers supply the communications over
their extensive Amateur Radio Network. Also, in times of
disaster,  Amateur’s  skills are often called upon around the
world to supply vital communications where “normal”
communications are disrupted. Just some examples were
when AR was responsible in alerting the outside world of
Cyclone Tracey’s devastation in Darwin and the Terrorist
attacks and cyclone’s in the US. 

The possibilities in Amateur Radio are endless, you
could build a simple transmitter, or even a satellite for
launch in to space. The only limit is your imagination,
and how involved you become is entirely up to you.  
 

WHO CAN BECOME A RADIO AMATEUR? 

The short answer is YOU CAN! Radio Amateurs are men,
women and youngsters, the able and the disabled from all
walks of life. As Radio Amateurs they have tremendous fun,
make great friendships and gain a huge sense of personal
satisfaction and achievement. In Australia, there is no
minimum age for obtaining an Amateur Radio Licence.
AR provides an excellent introduction into astronomy,
the absorbing world of computers & IT, electronics and
radio, so many young Amateurs go on to choose careers
in these fields. 
 

Radio Amateurs also include many retirees and people with
disabilities who find that AR opens the world to them from the
comfort of their own homes, keeps them active and alert and
opens new horizons every day. Many famous people such as
King Hussein of Jordan and King Juan Carlos of Spain have
become Radio Amateurs. Dick Smith is another of the
many well known personalities who enjoy AR. Our own
Andy Thomas (VK5JAT & W5MIR) is not only an
Astronaut for NASA, but an Australian Amateur Radio
Operator. Andy has talked to hundreds of Australian
Amateurs from space while aboard MIR, the ISS and the
Space Shuttle on his many missions. As most Astronauts
hold Amateur Licences, there continues to be many contacts
made to and from the Space Shuttle and International Space
Station. You might just find yourself talking to a
celebrity! 
 

HOW CAN I BECOME AN AMATEUR? 

You can begin as a listener on the amateur bands now,
but to transmit you must have an Amateur Communication
Station Licence that is issued by the Australian
Communications & Media Authority (ACMA). In return for
being granted a Licence for life, and thousands of
“channels”  in 23 frequency bands to operate in, all with
their own unique and special characteristics, Radio
Amateurs are required to pass tests in basic electronic
theory, practical & regulations. The tests are not hard, and
the study enjoyable because you are learning about
something you are interested in. Many 10 – 16 year olds
are Amateurs along with many adults who never
completed school! … ANYONE CAN DO IT! 
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